ENERGIZE EXPAND
YOUR CENTRAL FILL PHARMACY

Reduce staffing requirements and increase capacity using Tension’s proven pharmacy automation solutions.

KICKSTART
2-LEVEL SYSTEM

1,500+ prescriptions per shift in less than 1,000 sq. ft.

JUMPSTART
4-LEVEL SYSTEM

3,000+ prescriptions per shift in less than 2,500 sq. ft.

- Low start-up cost and quick ROI
- Modular systems that are easily expanded
- Optimize staffing with fewer people
- Flexible workflow software solution
- Integrates with any pill counting robot
- Increase throughput and accuracy

What’s Next?

Ask us about the JUMPSTART PLUS for countables and the LDU PLUS for unit-of-use dispensing.

TENSION
PACKAGING & AUTOMATION
Contact 816.668.7892 info@tension.com

www.tensionautomation.com